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Body Dynamic
Ensenat (asknatalienow@yahoo.corn)

Dear Brenda,
First off, I love how Evangelistic you are about these products and how will ing you are to
visit in depth•••
You have such knowledge and passion •••Thank you for taking the time to talk about your
line w hen I was unable to access you o n the web.
You and I spoke and you recommended various creams and vitamins and I decided to
gamble and go for it••. as a birthday gift to mysel f.
I am high energy, in real estate sa l es and step mother of 4kids
AND I work out alot...I want to stay lean, energetic and fit.
My complaints were mostly acne, energy, clarity ...etc.
I had a lso been battling off and on with Crohns, but we didn't really touch on that.
I am now on my 2nd bottles of both the Mega Cleanse/XL
and am regular, without tummy aches/ burning /pain in my lower left side AND no "pot
belly pig" poof in my lower abs
AND I've lost about Spds (which I have always found it sooo hard
to do) and am a muscular 5'7", 135pds!
MORE IMPORTANTLY..
... My dull, broken out skinned has made a total 180 change
these past 60days.
<My skin is c learing more everyday...
and breakouts are only during horm o na l cycles, but I head
that off with Acne 911
There's one thing I coul d NEVER wear on my face ..
SUNBLOCK...of any kind!
It would cause reactions, zits, plugged pores..
Absolutely LOVE the Day Protection w Sunblock
and the Renewal Complex at nite. I start my day very simple w washing and the fabulous
Intensive Renewal Toner (boy does that even my complexion out on contact!)
Then mushroom trilogy/then Day Protection ..
Im not sure what exactly of the above mentioned "cocktail" is clearing my skin...But Its
REALLY looking awesome!!
Bright and shiny l ike a woman 10-15yrs younger!
A lady friend at the gym the other day said,"you don't have
any make up on do you? You should go around more without it!"
0 M G!!!_
Best compliment in years ...
I have tried E V E R Y T H I N G to stop breakouts!!
I just turned 45yrs last week and this regimen is what I wanted as
a birthday goal ... Beautiful SKIN!
"'No more embarraslng, distracting marks on my face... making me feel unconfident and
self conscious!
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